
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 For each of you for the 
‘Build a Slide’ activity: 6 
half-cubes, 1 cuboid, 1 large 
prism – your child’s blocks 
in a basket/container

 For your child for the 
‘Ghost Model’ activity: 2 
small prisms, 1 large prism, 
2 cuboids, 4 bricks and 6 
half-cubes in another 
basket (you will need to wait 
until after your child has 
dismantled the structure from the 
previous activity to put the 6 half-
cubes in their basket)

 This Ghost Model

 Pictures of different slides

 The Ghost puppet from C20

 Some small dolls or figures

10–15 minutes

CLIMB UP, SLIDE DOWN

Climb Up, Slide Down! (Analysis and Explanation)

If possible, take your child for a walk or drive to look at different slides before the session.

Back at home, start the session by talking about what a slide is and what it is used for. Discuss the slides that your 
child has seen, and the ones in the pictures provided. Focus on the different materials used to make slides, the 
different designs and their purposes, and the different heights of the slides.

Draw attention to the three main functional components: the staircase (or ladder), the platform and the slide 
itself. Discuss their functions by asking: Why do we need the stairs? (‘To go up’). What is the platform for? (‘To 
stand on’). What is the slide for? (‘To slide down’).

Build a Slide (Building by Imitation – Copycat All at Once)

Show your child how to build this slide with blocks – analyse each step with them, identifying the main 
components of the slide as you build them. When the slide is ready, walk a small doll up the stairs and along the 
platform before sliding it down.

Discuss, and have your child point to the various blocks in the slide’s construction: Which blocks made the stairs? 
Which ones made the platform? Which ones made the slide? How are the blocks positioned and connected?

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can identify the main functional components of a slide.
Your child can build copies of a slide from a model.
Your child can build a slide independently to fit a Ghost Model, without detailed information.
Your child can come up with more than one solution to the same problem.

To establish the ability to focus on and analyse the structural and functional 
characteristics of an object (slide)
To analyse which building blocks to use for each functional part, and how to 
position and connect them
To teach children to build a structure without detailed information
To develop the ability to analyse a Ghost Model, select the blocks and build the structure 
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Tell your child: There are so many children using the park everyday that one slide isn’t really enough. Could you help by building another identical 
one? Explain that they should start with the platform, and then build the stairs to one side and the slide to the other. Encourage them to keep 
checking their structure against the model. Once they’ve finished, give them small figures to go up the stairs and down both slides.

Ghost Model (Building from a 3D Outline Model)

Ask your child to dismantle the slides, and add the blocks that you need to their basket for this next activity. 

Explain that now they are going to try to solve the mystery of a Ghost Model, like before. Show them the Ghost Model of the slide.

Analyse: Have your child analyse the model. Use questions to prompt them only if they need support.

Select the blocks: Ask them to choose what building blocks they need to build a copy of it. 

Build: When they have chosen the blocks correctly, ask them to build the structure. As in the previous session, the structure can be built in many 
different ways. One way at this point is enough. Here are some possibilities:

Invite the Ghost to float over the structure that they have built and to check that it matches the given outline. As in Session C20, have the Ghost 
comment on the structure – being pleased that they have found one solution, but emphasising the fact that there are various possible ones. Finally, 
ask your child to find a second way of solving the Ghost Model Mystery. They can find more if they want to! 

Have the Ghost congratulate them on the various solutions.

CLIMB UP, SLIDE DOWN – continued
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